
   
 

 
  

  
  

 

Growth through Partnership:  
Understanding the Professional Training Corps 

 
 
The Sustainable PTC Model 

- Sustainability: A site is sustainable when internship revenue is sufficient to fund operating 
expenses and no philanthropic capital is required. 

- Minimum Size: A site must serve at least 160 students per year (2 learning communities). Based on 
our standard operating model, cost per student for a 2 learning community site is approximately 
$21,000 per year.  

- Key Performance Indicators: Program and operating performance are critical to achieving 
sustainability. We measure admissions, retention, and internship pricing yields. 

 
 

Growth through the PTC Model 
- A breakeven PTC model means that businesses are willing to pay the full price of our program – we 

are addressing a market failure with a new, proven market solution.  
- Today our students are served about 50/50 across our Core and PTC sites. With our growth and 

conversion plans we will be 90% PTC within five years. 
- Declining Core operating support needs (conversions) and the maturation of our PTC model 

should provide us capacity to invest in new direct service models that will allow us to reach 
further in closing the Opportunity Divide. 

 
 

Driving Strong Outcomes  
- PTC employment outcomes are strong and continuing to improve: a) relative to wage goal, b) with 

our partners converting more over time, and c) compared to the Core. 
- PTC education outcomes are more promising than we've ever seen at Year Up: a) in terms of 

persistence, b) in terms of time to degree among those who pursue completion, c) in balancing 
both work and school. 

- We are continuing to improve our program to strengthen outcomes via a Guided Pathways 
framework, and test our lasting post-program impact through rigorous IES evaluation. 

 
 
Partnership with Colleges 

- The PTC model helps us train for many more career tracks and promote persistence and completion and 
degrees. 

- Students at PTC campuses earn college credits from the College Partner and have access to campus 
resources such as the library, tutoring, and other services provided by the college 

- A much higher percentage of PTC graduates stay enrolled in school in addition to pursuing career track 
employment and a matriculation goal often included in the articulation agreement been Year Up and the 
college partner. 

 
 
Who We Serve And Our Admissions Process 

- The PTC (like Core) is serving our target population: our general class composition across 
demographic variables is very similar between the Core and PTC channels 

- PTC and Core students have had prior college experience: more than half of Year Up enrolled 
students (52.5% org-wide average; 52.3% for Core; and 53% for PTC) have taken college courses 
prior to enrollment 



- The percentage of PTC students who self-report receiving government assistance is modestly 
higher than in the Core: for our most recent class, the percent of Core students self-reporting 
receipt of government assistance was 11.4% while in the PTC, it was 15.2% 

 
 
Voice of Experience 

- The students have different class schedules, and may not be in classes with other Year Up students. 
- Many students work outside of Year Up and so will want their schedules to be set up to support their jobs 

and will need to leave right after class/programming for work. 
- Student-staff touchpoints need to be incredibly intentional (and creative), due to schedules, location of Year 

Up office on campus, and general set up of the campus. 
 


